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Property: safe as houses?
The Chinese economy has a long history of proving its doubters wrong. But many experts are
wondering whether this time the doubters might be on to something. Beijing’s goal for 2016 is to
keep growth ticking over at around 6.5 per cent but four issues, like horsemen of an economic
apocalypse, threaten those plans: sky-high property inventories, industrial overcapacity, heavy
business taxes, and financial risks. We examine each in a four-part series that starts today with an
exploration of real estate ambitions that have fallen to ruin in Anyang, Henan. Zhou Xin reports
Construction on the Venice
Impression in Anyang (安陽),
Henan (河南) province, started in
2009 during China’s boom days and
hopes for the project were high.
The mall would be not only the
largest in the region, it would give
those living in the inland Chinese
city a taste of luxury, designer
products and exotic lifestyles.
At least, that was the vision.
Today the project appears little
more than a complex skeleton of
cement and steel.
On a chilly December morning,
few signs of work could be seen,
though huge red banners promised
that the local authorities would “try
a thousand ways to keep the project
alive and spare no effort to protect
the interest of the masses” –
promises made, presumably, to
comfort creditors.
Wang Teng, who was peeping
into the 180,000-square-metre
construction site through a hole on
a blue iron door, was not convinced.
“It’s over, it’s over,” said Wang,
who said he had lent about 300,000
yuan (HK$357,000), his life savings,
to the developer in 2010 for a
promised annual interest rate of 18
per cent.
“Money invested here is all
washed away,” Wang said.
He is just one of the 200,000
creditors to Chaoyue Group, a
developer and local coal-property
conglomerate.
Chaoyue’s boss, Yang Qinghe –
a provincial people’s congress
delegate, was arrested in November
on criminal charges of “illegal fundraising”, leaving an estimated
unpaid debt of 4 billion yuan, local
media reported.
The Venice Impression is just
one of several “rotten-tail” projects
in Anyang, and Anyang is just one of
hundreds, if not thousands, of
Chinese cities and towns with an
oversupply of property.
While top Chinese cities such as
Beijing and Shenzhen are
experiencing property price rises
due to a limited supply of new
homes, places like Anyang are
drowning in vacant or unfinished
homes, dragging down nationwide
property investment and the
economy as a whole.
“China’s property market was
the biggest growth engine for its
economy in the past decade,” said
Tao Dong, the chief economist for
non-Japan Asia at Credit Suisse.
“It is largely over now, and for
China, there is no alternative.”

Against this background,
President Xi Jinping (習近平) has
listed property inventory reduction
as one of his priorities to revive the
world’s second-biggest economy.
Xi’s general idea is to provide
housing to 270 million migrant
workers who have left their rural
roots to work in towns but are not
fully covered by state pensions,
education and welfare.
Property investment growth fell
to 1.3 per cent in the first 11 months
of last year – from a growth rate of
about 20 per cent two years ago.
“China property investment will
see a decline of 2 to 3 per cent next
year – the first property investment
fall on record,” Zhu Haibin, chief
China economist for JPMorgan
said. He said smaller cities would
continue to suffer from property
oversupply for at least two to three
years, even with government
incentives to encourage homebuying.
Local governments are already
taking action. In Puyang (濮陽),
another city in Henan, the local
government announced it would
provide a 150-yuan-per-squaremetre subsidy to rural residents
who bought homes in towns and
cities. In Anyang, the government
started in August to provide a
20,000 yuan subsidy for anyone
willing to buy a flat in the city, one of
the nation’s ancient capitals known
as the birthplace of the first Chinese
characters.
“The days are over when
everyone wanted to buy property,
the more the better. Everyone is
cautious now,” said Xiao Li, a
property agent in Anyang. “But for

people who really need a home, like
a new couple ready to live together,
then it may be the time to take
advantage of the government
subsidy.”
In Anyang, like other parts of the
country, the number of sales has
been picking up. In Anyang, 3,392
flats were sold in November, a 75
per cent rise from 1,937 in
November 2014, according to data
compiled by the local property
channel run by Sina.com.
But in terms of area, the
combined turnover of 415,000
square metres in November is small
compared to the supply. There are
at least 100 property projects on sale
in Anyang and many have floor
areas that match the total area sold
in November.“It will take a fairly
long process to solve the problem,”
said Chen Xingdong, the chief
China economist with BNP Paribas
in Beijing.
“It’s a hard reality to face – you
can’t solve the property inventory
problem in just one year however
determined you are.”
The mainland’s property
development frenzy started in the
late 1990s when urban residents
needed to buy homes because most
state employers had stopped
providing free housing. The market
boomed as millions of urban
Chinese families moved into new
flats.
“The property industry is not
only a pillar for the national
economy but also a symbol of
China’s rising economic power,”
said Chen Sheng, the executive
dean of China Real Estate Data
Academy, a research agency in

Shanghai. “The wealth of Chinese
urban households is mainly in the
form of property – it is the bedrock
of China’s prosperity.”
Meanwhile, local cadres have
found that selling land to property
developers can generate welcome
revenue. Land sale revenues were 4
trillion yuan in 2014, and cadres
often see property development as
the easiest way to promote GDP
figures and boost their political
careers.
Local governments often take
land, sometimes by force, from
farmers in return for insufficient
compensation and then sell the
land to property developers.
They then use the money to
build roads, bridges and subway
lines that have the effect of making
more land available for sale.
Developers, on the other hand,
can use acquired land as collateral
to obtain credit for development
before selling flats to buyers.
The model has played out
countless times across the
mainland, reshaping the country’s
landscapes and skylines at an
incredible speed – according to one
estimate, China’s consumption of
cement in the three years from 2011
to 2013 exceeded the US’ cement
consumption for the entire 20th
century.
According to the National
Bureau of Statistics, the mainland
had over 7 billion square metres of
floor area under construction in the
January-November period. But
total property sales, by floor area,
were only 1.1 billion square metres
in the same period . On such figures,
even if no new buildings were

erected, existing supply could meet
demand for the next couple of
years.
Huw McKay, the head of Asian
Economic Research of Westpac
Institutional Bank, lists real estate
construction as one of the “weakest
elements” for the Chinese
economy in 2016, along with heavy
industry and manufacturing.
“The most important sectoral
cycle in the Chinese economy is the
real estate building cycle,” McKay
said. “When the housing market is
not strong, Chinese consumers
become more anxious about their
employment prospects.”
Property has also become a
hotbed for corruption, a hub of
money and power, and a jackpot for
many of the country’s richest.
The Venice Impression mall
was part of Anyang’s plan to “make
a big difference in three years” to its
urban landscape and take
advantage of the massive stimulus
packages Beijing rolled out in 2009
and 2010. From Shenyang (瀋陽) in
northeastern China to Ordos (鄂爾
多斯) in Inner Mongolia (內蒙古), it
became common for local
governments to announce plans to
rebuild cities and develop new
towns in ambitiously short spaces
of time.
Chaoyue was chosen as the
company to realise Anyang’s
ambitions for the Venice
Impression. Despite being a private
company, it had a Communist
Party committee that received
recommendations from the city.
When bank loans couldn’t cover
its spending, Chaoyue turned to
individuals like Wang via
investment schemes offering a 1.5
per cent monthly rate, or 18 per cent
annually.
Back when money was easily
available and China’s economic
boom seemed unstoppable, local
residents rushed into such schemes
in search of high returns.
The unlucky ones found
themselves involved in
developments that were little more
than Ponzi schemes.
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Property investment growth
in the first 11 months of
2015 – down from 20%
two years ago

The days are
over when
everyone
wanted to
buy property
XIAO LI, PROPERTY AGENT

Property projects lie dormant in Anyang (above), while a farmer walks in front of a construction site for homes in Hangzhou, Zhejiang (main picture). Photos: Zhou Xin, Reuters

“It was like smoking opium,”
said Li Jianjun, a taxi driver in
Anyang.
“You put down 100,000 yuan at
Chaoyue or Zhenyuan, and you
took 2,000 yuan a month in interest
payments – nobody wanted to
work.”
Zhenyuan was another private
company based in Anyang that has
since been toppled by its unpaid
debts.
The carnival came to an ugly
end. By the end of 2011, many
schemes had collapsed, forcing
angry investors to protest on the
streets. Billions of yuan evaporated.
In January 2012, the Anyang
government published a long list of
dozens of “illegal fund-raising”
programmes, but to this day many
debts remain unpaid.
“It’s just wrong to expect [your]
money [will come back],” said
Zhang, who was stood at the gate of
Hong’an Imperial Capital, another
unfinished project in Anyang. He
was unwilling to give his full name.
“People were just thinking too
much about money – a man just
needs one bed to sleep on and three
meals a day.”
For Beijing, it’s important that
buildings coming on to the market
can be filled.
“We must address the property
inventory issue,” Xinhua reported
in a summary of the economic
works leadership meeting chaired
by Xi on December 21.
“We must accelerate the
process of making migrant workers
urban citizens, and we must roll out
housing reforms to accommodate
these new residents as a way to
expand demand and stabilise the
housing market.”
Demand from migrant workers
may make a difference.
“If you have a flat in town, with a
good school attached and good
price, I don’t think a migrant worker
will say ‘no’,” Chen with the
Shanghai academy said.
Chaoyue has failed so far to
revive its mall project despite
government efforts to help and
there are plenty of similar failures by
other companies.
But there are success stories,
too. Wanda Plaza of Anyang, which
broke ground in March 2013,
opened for business in July 2015.
According to local media, the mall
attracted 320,000 customers on the
day of opening.
On Friday evenings, the threefloor mall is busy with shoppers,
film watchers and families
queueing to tuck in to Burger King.
So perhaps the dream behind
the Venice Impression has not
ended. At least, not yet.
zhou.xin@scmp.com
Tomorrow, Wendy Wu takes us to coaldependent Hegang (鶴崗) in the
northeastern province of Heilongjiang
(黑龍江) to see how industrial excesses
are taking their toll.
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COAL
COMFORT
Excess capacity and weak demand have conspired against industry in
Hegang, giving a glimpse of pain to come as China recalibrates its economy
Wendy Wu
wendy.wu@scmp.com
It was not until December, about a
month later than usual, that the
first snowstorm alert was raised in
Hegang (鶴崗), a city in the north of
Heilongjiang (黑龍江) province in
northern China. Yet its people had
been feeling the cold long before
then – from a chill wind blowing
through the regional economy.
Lao Xie, an equipment maintenance worker at a coal mine,
needed to wait until early December to get his 2,000-yuan
(HK$2,388) pay cheque from August. Despite the wait, finally receiving it gave him some relief.
“It is quite normal for payroll
delays. Some of my colleagues haven’t been paid for eight months,”
said Xie, 52.
He said there was little work at
the coal mine, adding that he
sometimes took part-time jobs
such as bricklaying to earn extra
money.
Xie and his colleagues work for
the Hegang unit of the Heilongjiang Longmay Mining Holding
Group, the biggest coal enterprise
in China’s northeast. Unfortunately for them, it is also one of the
biggest loss-making coal producers in the country.
The coal sector was among the
most severely hit industries in the
northeast as China’s old rust belt
took a beating from the economic
downturn, confronted by excess
capacity, falling prices and weak
demand.
Hegang, home to 1.09 million
people and heavily reliant on coal
mines, has acknowledged its fiscal
situation is “unprecedentedly severe” due to the downturn in the
coal industry.
Its fiscal income fell 20 per cent
to 1.08 billion yuan in 2014,
dragged down by a near 60 per
cent drop in corporate income tax
receipts. Business tax receipts fell
30 per cent and value-added tax
receipts 20 per cent, according to
government data.
“They were hard days even for
government employees. Some of
them were told they could only
[be on the payroll] for four months
while the cash-strapped government said it would do its best to
extend that to six months,” said
Xiao Cai, a 36-year-old father who
closed his underwear shop a year
ago and now works as a taxi driver.
Life in Hegang offers a glimpse
of the painful process that President Xi Jinping (習近平) and his
cadres have launched to gear
China’s growth model away from
heavy reliance on industry towards environmentally friendly,

hi-tech manufacturing and advanced services.
Xi has made addressing excessive industrial capacity one of four
key economic goals in 2016.
However, this is not the first
time that Beijing has attempted to
tackle the issue and there has
been little progress so far.
Deflation in the manufacturing industry is actually deepening,
with drops in the Producer Price
Index extending to 45 months in
November.

[Coal] is even
cheaper than
potatoes, but still
we cannot find
enough buyers
SUN JIN, MINER

“Coal prices fell to 200 yuan
per tonne. It is even cheaper than
potatoes, but still we cannot find
enough buyers,” said Sun Jin, a
coal miner at the Yixin coal mine
in Hegang.
His salary peaked at 10,000
yuan a month in 2010, but fell to
3,000-4,000 yuan recently despite
him being promoted to lead a
group of more than 100 miners.
Hegang, alongside Qitaihe,

Shuangyashan and Jixi, the other
three coal producers under the
management of Heilongjiang
Longmay, is at risk of exhausting
its coal resources and has yet to
find any industry or business
model that could act as a replacement for coal.
The mainland’s GDP growth
has slowed to the lowest level in
more than six years and appetite
for resources and industrial products has shown no solid signs of
recovery.
This is a shared problem for
the northeast, the birthplace of
China’s heavy industry.
China’s traditional reliance on
a planned economy has resulted
in the dominance of state-owned
enterprises in the region.
Public records show Heilongjiang Longmay, which runs hospitals and schools, has 240,000 employed workers and 180,000 retired employees.
Longmay has suffered losses
for more than three years. These
extended to 6 billion yuan in 2014
from 830 million yuan in 2012. But
its tax payments – it used to contribute 5 per cent to the fiscal income of Heilongjiang – may mean
there is a strong willingness by the
government to help.
Liu He, a economic policy adviser to Xi, called to accelerate the
retiring of loss-making state companies, or “zombie firms”.
But for cities like Hegang, a
direct bankruptcy or sizable lay-

offs could prompt social unrest, a
political prospect unbearable for
party leaders.
That’s why, when Longmay
was at risk of defaulting on debt
repayments in November, the
provincial government intervened, again.
The government said it would
give 3.8 billion yuan in fiscal support to the coal producer. Together with the 2.3 billion yuan
Longmay raised by itself, the
money would be used to repay
debts of 5.8 billion yuan to mature
in December.
It was the second time that the
government had agreed to bail
out Longmay on a massive scale.
It offered 3 billion yuan in a fiscal
subsidy to Longmay in 2014, but
the support does not appear to
have stopped the coal giant from
bleeding.
The latest solution to rescue
the coal producer was a plan to relocate 100,000 workers, announced in September by Longmay chairman Wang Zhikui. The
plan was to transfer coal workers
to positions in forestry, farming
and public services.
Longmay also set up job training centres to accept non-operational staff, offering minimal
wages and helping employees
find job vacancies.
It was not an abrupt decision –
the group has been at pains to
ease staff redundancies in the past
couple of years.
Huang Yiping, an economist
at Peking University and an adviser to the People’s Bank of
China, foresaw a big push to tackle
overcapacity in 2016 and warned
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Hegang’s fiscal income fell by
this much in 2014 to 1.08
billion yuan

There were good
days, but profits
were wasted in
blind investment
... and corruption
OBSERVER

The outside of a coal mine in Hegang, Heilongjiang province, where a gas explosion in December killed 19 workers. Photo: Xinhua

that places such as the northeast –
where cities are usually dominated by a single state firm – might
pose a big problem.
He said such governments
should guarantee basic social security to the unemployed.
“Shutdowns are the most passive choice while we can use other
measures such as restructuring
and acquisitions, but [retiring
overcapacity] will proceed in a
gradual manner,” said Huang.
According to a document
issued in 2014 by Longmay’s unit
in Hegang, employees are allowed
to take long periods of leave lasting up to five years. Mid-level
managers and researchers are
also allowed to leave their positions earlier than the mandatory
age for retirement.
Lao Xie’s elder brother chose
early retirement.
“He stays at home, with pay of
400 yuan per month and is waiting
for formal retirement. But there
are many workers doing nothing
during work hours except confirming their attendance on the
fingerprint scanner.”
The Hegang unit of Longmay
group said that by the end of July it
had cut management by 42 per
cent to 393 people and reduced
the number of non-production
organisations by nearly twothirds to 51.
But it has turned a blind eye to
wrongdoings, such as employees
selling coal to residents.
One employee at the Yixin coal
mine used to sell big parcels of
coal to taxi driver Zhang Quan, so
that he could warm his shabby
house in a shanty area.
“He carried the coal out of the
factory and sold big parcels for 20
yuan last year. This year, the price
fell to 15 yuan,” said Zhang.
Longmay chairman Wang
Zhikui said in December that
overcapacity in the coal sector
would not change in the short
term for Heilongjiang. He said
transferring labour to other sectors was key for the survival of the
company.
“Longmay had good days, but
all the profits were wasted in blind
investment, amusement and corruption,” said an observer.
In the last week of 2015, the
Communist Party’s all-powerful
Politburo approved plans to revive the economy in the northeast, one of many such plans in
the last decade or so. It defended
its previous policies for the region,
saying they were correct, effective
and necessary to turn the region
into an important pillar of the
country’s economy by 2030.
But Zhang has given up any
hope for reviving Hegang’s economy. “Hegang won’t get a breath
of new life in years. I have told my
son not to return to Hegang when
he retires from the army next
year,” he said.
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Is it all coming
apart at the seams?
EXPORTS

In the first part of our Changing Landscape series, we examine challenges facing China’s export and manufacturing businesses
Zhou Xin
zhou.xin@scmp.com
As the two Afghan merchants
shrugged and walked away from
him, Chinese trader Xiong Peng
called out to them: “What price
are you willing to offer?”
His voice echoed across the
quiet hallway on the second floor
of the International Jeans City
mall of hundreds of similar shops
selling denim clothing on the outskirts of Guangzhou in China’s
Guangdong province.
“Business is getting harder and
harder,” said Xiong, who now
spends most of his day watching
drama serials on his computer instead of talking to clients in a retail
space where a pair of jeans sells for
as little as 38 yuan (HK$45). “Domestic sales are weak and export
orders have almost disappeared
altogether.”
The Afghan merchants – Pasaraan Mollazada and his friend,
both from Kabul – are in no rush to
seal a deal. Sales staff outnumbered customers at the mall and
the merchants were the only foreign buyers present.
“I’m not in a hurry,” Mollazada
said in Chinese. “Jeans are everywhere here”.
The scene that just played out
in Xintang, also known as China’s
jeans-manufacturing capital, is
not uncommon. As the country’s
economy matures, towns like it
that boomed on a combination of
cheap labour and foreign capital
have now found themselves part
of a crumbling export-led system.
Xiong’s desperation to win the
Afghan merchants’ business
shows just how far China’s export
business has fallen. Afghanistan is
one of the least important destinations for the country’s exports
but Chinese traders have long lost
their bargaining power.
The pressure on the traders in
Xintang is almost palpable. The
grimy riverside town has been
through a lot – from deadly water
pollution to tensions between local and migrant workers that culminated in violent anti-police
riots in 2011.
China’s plan to climb the value
chain makes the road ahead for
Xintang all the more arduous.
Even as the country “follows the
classic path of moving up the value chain” as Japan, Korea and
Hong Kong have done, the risks of
getting caught in a middle-income trap are rising, says Stanford
University professor Ian Morris.

In the late 19th century, Germany and the United States invented “whole new forms of production and management” to
overtake Britain. The question for
China was “whether it can repeat
that achievement in the early 21st
century,” Morris, the author of
Why the West Rules – For Now,
wrote in an email.
China’s gross domestic product growth has slowed to its lowest
in a quarter of a century. Its exports, once a pillar underpinning
the country’s economic miracle,
declined last year for the first time
since 2009. It was the second such
annual fall since late leader
Deng Xiaoping (鄧小平) opened
the Chinese economy to the
outside world.
“Exports are facing a dangerous time. Exporters are struggling
to find enough orders,” said Wei
Jianguo, a former commerce viceminister whose portfolio covered
foreign trade. Wei is now general

Exports
are facing a
dangerous time.
Exporters are
struggling
WEI JIANGUO

secretary of a government think
tank, the China Centre for International Economic Exchanges.
Orders for China’s low-end
products are set to continue falling as costs rise and competitiveness drops.
Chinese business owners, in
particular those in the Pearl River
Delta region, know they can no
longer rely on cheap labour and
land supply, says Bai Ming, a researcher with the Commerce
Ministry.
“The rice bowl is not there any
more; business owners have to
find a new one from better technology and management. But it
can’t be done overnight,” Bai said.
Labour-intensive manufacturing is not the future for China’s
economy, but it is still vital to
maintain the country’s massive
job market and social stability.
When about 20 million migrant workers were laid off during
the 2008 global financial crisis,
then premier Wen Jiabao (溫家寶)
was so concerned that he

launched a 4-trillion-yuan fiscal
stimulus package to boost
growth. The move left a pile of unpaid debt and excess industrial
capacity.
There is little disagreement
that China must move up the value chain, but replacing one
growth model with another requires far more than just government slogans.
As early as 2008, then Guangdong party secretary Wang Yang
(汪洋), now a vice-premier, decided to “empty the cage and change
the bird” – a phrase used to describe getting rid of small dirty
businesses to make way for innovative ones. Eight years on, people
sometimes recall Wang’s words
with a mocking tone. “The cage is
now empty, but the new bird
hasn’t come,” they say. Traditional manufacturing businesses are
faltering, but new sectors have
failed to materialise.
Xintang was once home to
such old birds. With initial investment from Hong Kong, cheap migrant labour from inland provinces and a relatively accommodating local government policy
framework, the town was an ideal
manufacturing zone for international brands like Zara, Gap and
H&M. The small Guangzhou
town was home to more than
3,000 firms in the jeans and denim
business, whose 200,000 workers
cut and stitched 120,000 pairs of
jeans a day, according to the local
government website.
Jeans, or “cowboy dress” as
they are known in China, are associated with the American culture.
During the Cultural Revolution in
the 1970s, blue jeans were banned
as a symbol of the bourgeois lifestyle and American imperialism.
But the Chinese government has
been happy to host its global production base. “Welcome to
China’s Jeans Capital,” reads the
banner on the Xintang government website. “Production of
jeans is the town’s No 1 business
for Xintang”, it says.
Compared with other jeans
production bases, such as El Paso
on the border of US and Mexico
with an hourly wage of US$8.50
from as early as the 1990s, manufacturing jeans in Xintang is incredibly cheap.
“You can earn more than 4,000
yuan a month if you are young
and work really hard” said migrant worker Lin Guohua, 40,
dressed in factory attire as she
tucked into her 12-yuan lunch at a
food stall outside her factory com-
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pound. “That means overtime
every day and no weekends.”
But Luo Yanping, a jeans store
owner across the aisle from
Xiong’s shop at the Xintang mall,
says the labour cost for making a
pair of jeans has risen at least fivefold over the past decade.
Meanwhile, competition has
increased sharply among the
more than 1,000 local brands,
none of which enjoy any recognition even close to that of international brands such as Levi’s, Lee,
Guess or Gap, he says.
“It’s probably the worst time
ever, and it could get worse – the
whole industry might collapse,”
said Luo, who has been in the
manufacturing and sales business
for 20 years.
“It’s really hard to make a
change,” said Liao Xuwu, the
owner of a denim shop in Xintang’s wholesale market. “If
you’ve been in the business for
more than a decade, you can’t just
leave it for a completely new business. No business is easy today.”
Still, not all Chinese businessmen are giving up altogether.
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Wang Junbiao, a merchant in
the clothing business for more
than a decade, says he is used to
spewing out terms such as “enzyme bleach” and “water mark
wash”, but that he is now trying to
woo clients and investors with
new buzzwords such as “B2B”
(business-to-business) and “big
data”.
Wang, chairman of
BBCTW.com, which matches demand and supply for denim fabrics, is rehearsing in his office in
Guangzhou for a ceremony at an
upcoming roadshow. His sixmonth venture will soon be listed
on China’s third board – an overthe-counter market that could be
a fast track to reach China’s main
stock exchanges.
“On the one hand, unsold
cloth inventories are piling up
higher and higher in warehouses;
on the other hand, factories in
need are spending days, weeks or
even months looking for the right
materials,” Wang said. “I’m trying
to find a way to use the internet to
make improvements, to help
companies on the value chain.”

A worker at a textile factory. Chinese businesses are under pressure as
orders for low-end products fall while labour costs rise. Photo: Xinhua

In the first six months since the
website’s launch, the B2B portal,
together with its mobile app, has
already attracted 800 online stores
and 1,300 registered buyers with a
total turnover of 325 million yuan,
according to data provided by
Wang.
“America’s innovation is
about creating a whole new industry centred on a major technology breakthrough and Germany’s Industry 4.0 is about
adopting sensors and other devices for smart production, but
China’s innovation story has its
own path,” said You Wuyang, an
expert in applying internet solutions to traditional businesses
with Alibaba Group. “It is about
using the internet to reshape and
remodel the vast amount of existing production facilities.
Alibaba acquired the South
China Morning Post and all other
media assets from the SCMP
Group last month.
“For firms serving bulk orders
from H&M or Wal-Mart, it’s
always reasonable to search for

It’s probably the
worst time ... the
whole industry
[jeans-making]
might collapse
LUO YANPING, JEANS STORE OWNER

lower-cost production bases. But
the future of manufacturing is
about flexibility – the ability to satisfy individualised and customised demand instantly,” You said.
Even so, China’s innovation is
being hindered by the country’s
conditions.
“Innovation has always been
the job of entrepreneurs, not government officials,” said Cao Jianhai, a researcher with the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences’ industry institute. “It requires other
social and institutional conditions to develop an innovationdriven economy.”
“Chinese entrepreneurs faced
too many temptations when the
economy was good – they chased
quick money from property,
stocks or even solar panels,” Cao
said. “If an entrepreneur knows
he can make more money by
building relations with a corrupted government official, he will
never have the incentive to focus
on making good products.”
Additional reporting by Wendy Wu

